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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA , . 
In the Matter of the Application of ) 
CALIFORNIA WATER SERVICE COMPANY ) 
(tf 60 W), a corporation, for an ) 
order authorizin~ it to acquire ) 
all the outstand~ng shares of stock) Application 87-12-014 
of Water West corporation in ) (Filed December 7, 1987) 
exchange for the issuance to· such ) 
shareholders of sharesot common· ) 
stock of Californ'ia Water ,Service ) 
Company. ) 

-------------------------------) 
o P :t N :t O....N: 

By this application, California Water Service Company 
(Cal water), joined:by water West Co~oration (Water West), and all 
of the shareholders of Water West,. sought authorization for cal 
Water to acquire all outstanding shares of Water west stock in 
exchange for the issuance to· such shareholders:by cal Water of 
70,000 shares of Cal Water common stock •. ; 

Decision CD.) 88-0S-010 in this proceeding was issued 
after hearing 1; it authorized Cal Water to· issue its. no· par 
common stock to· the'. shareholders of· Water west in. exchange for all 
376:,8·63 outstanding shares. of water West... The first sentence, of 

" 

1 Cal Water requested a hearing on the fairness of the 
transaction under Public Utilities (PU) Code § 822. Although there 
was no dispute between any of the parties or the staff as to the 
fairness of the proposal, a hearing was necessary to take advantage 
of the provisions of § 3(a) (10) of the Securities Act of 1933 
(Title 15, USCA § 77c(a) (10». § 3 (a.) (10) provides that certain 
transactions, inclUding an exchange of stock, are exempt from 
registration requirements,. if a state tribunal finds that they are 
fair. There must be a hearing on the issue and. the affected· 
shareholders must have the right to appear. Such a hearing was 

. held' :before Acbnini~trative Law J.udge. Gilman on· Fe:bruary 22,. 1985. 
. I 
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ordering Paragraph 5 of that decision provides that the 
authorization should become effeetive, only when cal Water paid a 
statutory fee (PU Code §1904.l) of $3,,'254 .. 

Cal Water paid the'fee in full under protest on May 16, 
1988 and the transaction wasconsummat'ed on, May 20,.. 1988., cal 
water thereupon filed. thl:sPetition for Moclification, seeking to 
recover the fee paid. 

follows: 
The first paragraph of PO Code § 1904 .. 1 provides as 

"The co~ission shall also char~e and collect a 
fee for a certificate authoriz:Lng an issue of 
stock, which fee shall be computed at the rates 
set forth in subdivision (b) of Section 1904 
and determined by the commission upon the' basis 
of the proposed maximum proceeds.. No fee shall 
be paid on such portion of any such issue as 
may be used to guarantee, ~ate ove~, refund, 
discharge, or retire any stock,. bond, note,. or 
other evidence of indebtedness on which a fee 
has theretofore been paid to the commission. H 

(Emphasis added.) 

Cal water contends that it issued stock as authorized 
herein to "take over" securities on Which a fee had previously been 
paid to the commission. There is no question that Water West paid 
a fee to issue the stock to be acquired, ('ct .. 0 .. 79135 in Application 
523-82). Cal Water argues that, therefore, the only condition tor 
relief from the fee requirements of § 1904.1 has been met .. 

Cal Water's petition therefore requ.ests that the 
Commission modify its O.8S-0S-00010 in this matter by revising the 
first sentence of ordering Paraqraph S. therein to read as follows: 

"~hisorder shall become effective upon the date 
hereof; under the provisions. of PO Code 
§ 1904.1 no fee is payable, ... H 

and, that the Commission refund the $3~,2S4 tee paid· by it' under 
protest on May 16, 1988'. 
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DiscussiQ,o 
, When applyinq a statute, a tribunal's' function is to 

determine'the legislative intent. If the meaning oftbe words can 
be discerned from the face of the statute, the tribunal does not 
need: t~ interpret; it simply 'applies the provisions as written. 
(Barret v Lipscomb (1987) 194 Cal. App. 3d 1524.) When 
interpretation is neeessary, the tribunal can consider leqislative 
history, and the context in which. the disputed, provision appears: 
it can also apply certain rules (HcanonsW) of sta~utory 
construction. (§ § 1858·" 1859, Code of Civil Procedure (CCP); 

~ommitteeof Seven Thousand..v Sjm. ct. CCityoi' Iryin~ (1988) 4$ C .. 
3d 491.) 

CCP § 1858 states that the function of a court when 
interpreting a statute is "not to insert what has been omitted or 
to omit what has been inserted .. " CCP' § 1859 'declares that the 
intention of the Legislature His to be pursued,. if possibleH and 
that a Hparticular intent controls a general one ,that is 
inconsistent with it.H 
lLt.be Exemption Clause AmhiCNQUS? 

We conclude that the phrase Htake over ••• any stock, bond, 
note, or other evidence of indebtedness" is alnbiguous. While there 
is no doubt that the phrase "take overH has a conventional meaning, 
i. e., corporate takeover f the· adcU tion of ".,... any stock, bond, 
note, (etc .. )H indicates that another.meaning was intended. It the 
Legislature had meant corporate take over,it would be expected, to 
use Hanother utility" or "another corporation," rather than "any 
stock (etc .. ). " Moreover, "take over" is found in conte~'"t with the 
words "guarantee, refund,. discharge or retire .. H "Take overH in' its 
dictionary sense has a meaning which is not parallel to all the 
rest of the list.. For example, the last three words would not be 

used to· refer to a utility'S dealings in another corporation's 
securities. Even the word "quarantee" would rarely applied to 

" intercorporate, transactions., 
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Petitioner Cal Water has not cited any other, instance 
where the phrase wtake over ••• stockw has been useel in any sense 
whiCh would support the result it seeks. We, have been unable to 
finel' either a legal or layperson's dictionary'whichwould support 
such a usage.. The phrase Wtake over ...... stockw is· 'no'/: a common usage 
in the financial world. 

We conclude that the phrase Wtake over ••• any stockW has 

no established meaning. Theretore" we must use the normal 
• I 

techniques' of statutory interpret4tion to determine it the 
Legislature intended this type of' transaction to~eexempt trom 
fees. 
What BuleLOr Xnte:r;prestion Are Appligble?' 

Exemptions from tax sta~utes are construed narrowly. 
(wat We~~rn "etc. v F,rancDise Tax Board (:1.971) 4 cal 3d 1.' 
There appears to ~e no, parallel california authority to guide us in 
construing fee statutes; however" there is, no obvious reason to 

, 

adopt a different rule. We therefore conclude that wtake 
over ••• any stock" must be interpreted narrow:ly .. 

One of the applical:>le canons codified in CCP § 1858 
provides that a tribunal may not add add, words to-the statute to 
find a meaning_ Another holds that the tribunal cannot disregard 
words which the Legislature included.. There is also, ease authority 
which warns that a disputed word or phrase should not ~e 
interpreted in isolation; instead~ the adopted definition must be 

consistent with the clause in which the disputec1term appears .. 
(stiyers V Sta,te 0: ;calitornia.', (1970) 13 cal. APP'.,,3d 652 .. ) . . " 
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Finally,. the interpreting tribunal should not adopt an 
interpretation which is 
grammar. (CSEA v S:ta:te 
3;82.,,2 
Bistoxy 

inconsistent with the statute's syntax and. 
Perso'nnel Boa;r,:Q' (.1986) 178 cal~ API>. 3d. 

, . 

The language in §1904 .. ,1 was copied from a previously 
adopted. statute, PO Code § 1904~ there the clause provid.es an 
exemption from the normal fEle' for authorizing the issuance of debt 
securities. 

The § 1904 clause can in turn be traced back to § 57 of 
the original Public Utilities Act~ as adopted in 1911. In the Act, 
the exemption applied only. to the issuance of bonds or other debt 
securities "for the purpose of guaranteeing, taking over,. refunding 
discharging or retiring" other debt securities. 

The fact that the original phrase dealt only with 
transactions in which debt securities were exchanged. tor other debt 
securities strengthens our belief that "take over" Was not used in 
its normal sense. It is difficult to· envision a corporate takeover 
which would be effectuated by eXchanging one corporation's debt for 
another. Even if such a transaction were necessary to complete a 
takeover,. we would expect the . obj·eetive t<> be accomplished by 
retiring the acquired ~ompany' s debt, rather than' bya voluntary 
exchange: of d.ebt tor d.ebt_ I 

2 In~, the statute permitted contracting out "if the 
contractor's wages ••• do not significantly undercut state pay 
rates." The Board argued that the undercutting prOVision was 
operative only if·the contractor intentionally reduced his pay 
rates to· obtain a state contract. The court stated " ••• the 
operative noun is 'wages' which do not significantly undercut state 
pay rates.~ Unlike contractors, 'wages' have no 'intention.' They 
are simply higher or lower than. some other number.... [Board.'sJ. 
construction .o:f the, statute is thus: at odds: wi:tbi:ts syntax.'" (178 
cal.. App.3d,at 378 •. ) , .,' 
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Cal water has n~t explained how the conventional 
definition of Wtake overw would be meaningful in a statute 
ll.pplicable only to de~t' for de:bt exchanges.. Nor. has cal Water 
suggested· any reason to believe that the Legislature intended to 
expand the meaning of Wtake over" when the same words. were applied 
:by § 1904.l to exchanges of stock. 'Finally, Cal Water has not 
suggested any other meaninqwhich would ~e useful in a debt-for
debt situation. 
Did the Leqislature Intend -Take OVer" 
Xo· Mean A corporaj::e TaO.oveC 

We have considered whether Wtake over" was used in the 
sense ot "corporate takeover" or "take over a ~usines$." We cannot 
conclucle that the Legislature saicl."to take over ••• any stoclt ••• ," 
when it meant "to take over another utility corporation." Nor can 
we conclude that it said "used to'.,. _take over ••• any stock ••• ," when 
it meant."used for a takeover." Such an interpretation. would 
interpret "take over" out of context,. in violation of the principle 
used in Stivers, supra~ it would also ~e inconsistent with ~,. 
supra,. since this meaning cannot ,be made to' conform to the existing 
context. 

In short, a 'court is not to infer that the draftsman made 
a mistake when devising the syntax of a statute ~ nor can it assume 
that the'draftsman mistakenly omitted words or added them. 

As we see it, the conventional meaning will not fit into 
the context provided by the Leqislature, with~ut either 
substituting the .words Wany corporation", (or perhapS,"another 

, ,'. ,I. .' . 

utility" or a similar phrase),for'''anystock~ as an object of the 
. , 

. i 
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phrase "take over."3 Such an interpretation .is inconsistent with 
the quoted canons, supl:,a, and with the holding' .of. ma. 
Did the LegislA-tyre Xn1~e~toJ!l:9hilU.t All Second Fees? 

We have also considered whether the Leg'islature meant 
that the Commission should never collect a second fee for approving' 
any exchange of new securities tor older tee paid securities,. 
regardless of the type of transaction proposed.. This is not a 
permissible interpreta'cion, since it, would. also require us to· 
overlook the words "issued to quarantee" take over, refund,. 
discharge', or retire any stock (ete.)" or to·!hold that they are the 
equivalent of "issued in exchange for any other stock (etc.)." 

In our analysis, the Legislature could easily have found 
a simple, clear means of expressing a rule which distinquishes 
between capital raising and capital. reshuffling transactions. It 
did not follow that COrurse. Instead it adopted a list of specific 
activities which are e:xempt.. It is difficult to escape the 
conclusion that it did~ D.Qj;, intend a broader, categorical exemption • 
We will therefore not adopt a meaning for one word in the list of 
words which create a categorical exemption for every transaction in 
fee paid stock Which does not increase a utility'S capital stock. 
What is the 'O'nder1yj.ng Legislative Poli~?' 

Even thoUg'h Cal Waterhas.not specifically raised the 
issue, we have considered whether the underlying' intent was to 
distin9\lish between s,~curi ty issues. Which increas~' capital and 
those Which, do- not.. J\. policy that the latter should not generate a 
fee would be rational, and easy ,to· defen<1..However, . it is difficult . " 

3 The statute would. then be read as if it said" ••• any such 
issue as may be use4 'to take over any other corporation by a 
purchase of stock (et,c .. ) on which a tee has heretofore been paid or 
to- quarantee,_ refund,. discharge or retire any· such stock." 
Adopting such a readi:ngwould,. in our· opinion" cross the line 
between. rewriting. and merely·' interpreting a:. statute. . 
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to conclude that the Legislature would have used the words 
"9'llarantee, take over" refund, discharge or retire" to' express such 
a distinction between capital increasing and non-capital increasing 
transactions. 

In any event" adopting such an, interpretation ,would not 
aid Cal Water's case. This was a transaction which increased cal 
Water's capital. 

We cannot therefore conclude that the Legislature 
intended "taking over" or "to take over" ·,to have a' much, broader 
reach than the other words ,in the series. 
IDmPary 

We conclude that neither legislative history or context 
supports Cal Water's claim that this type of exchange was intended 
to be exempted' from fees. We have not attempted t~ precisely 
determine what "take over" meant to the 19'11 Legislature. We have,. 
however, satisfied' ourselves that it'was not used' in any sense 
which would exempt this transaction from the statutory fee .. 
Concl.~si2Ds of Lax 

1.. A reading of § 1904.1 which uses, "take over" in the 
dictionary sense (to assume control, or management) would require us 
to add and to overlook other words in the statute, or to, ignore the 
context .. 

2. A reading of § 1904.1 to· exempt all second transactions 
in, securities on which a prior fee had been paid is too broad; it 
would require us· to overlook words, and ignore context. 

3. The exemption in § 1904.1 was not intended to distinguish 
between capital raising and capital reshuffling projects .. 

4. This transaction increased cal Water's capitalization. 
5. The Commission must collect a second fee if stock is 

issued for a purpose other than to·' "guarantee,. take over,. refund, 
discharge or retire" another security on which a fee has been paid., 
Cal water has not carried its burden'of establishing that this is a 
transaction to Htake over" water West's stock • 
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6. We should reject applieant's elaim that PO Code 
§ 1904.1 exempts corporations, which issue stock in order to acquire 
the stoek of another corporation. 

7. 0.87-05,:",,010 did not err in requiring a fee. 
, . ' ,-

8. 0.87-05-010 should not be- modified-" and -the' tee paid 
should not be refunded .. 

denied. 

QRDER 

IT IS ORDERED that the Petition for Modification is 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated' NOV'" '31989~ ,at San Francisco·,. california. 
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